
Read more here

GO: https://partnerlogin.saxotrader.com

INVESTOR*: https://partnerlogin.saxoinvestor.com/investor 
*where Investor is available

PRO (win): https://partnerlogin.saxotrader.com/download.pro/win?
id=PartnerLogin

PRO (mac): https://partnerlogin.saxotrader.com/download.pro/mac?
id=PartnerLogin

Fill in the survey here

Link to the video
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Updates and upcoming changes - OpenAPI
If you have OpenAPI platform products and services, please make sure you regularly visit
our developer portal for information on our recent release notes as well as important
information about upcoming changes.

New feature to be more compliant with PRIIPs
regulation when trading ETFs
The Packaged Retail and Insurance-based Investment Products (PRIIPs) regulation went into
effect on January 1 2018, requiring financial product manufacturers to create Key
Information Documents (KIDs). Previously, a White Label Partner could only offer ETFs to
clients where a KID existed for the relevant country of residence and language of the
underlying White Label end client.

Saxo now has developed an automatic solution where it is possible for partners to be
configured, meaning that ETF trades are rejected if no KID exists for the country of
residence/language of the individual client. You can find information here, where the
solution is explained for Saxo’s own retail clients.

If you are interested to learn more about the feature and discuss the setup, please don´t
hesitate to contact your account manager.

New URLs for Saxo login pages
In our June notification we advised that Saxo would enhance our login flows to improve
login experience and increase security for our direct clients. As part of the project, we will
introduce a functionality that will make it impossible for your clients and employees to use
Saxo’s login pages.

We are now able to advise that we will go live with our new login flows for direct clients in
the next few weeks. As a result the current Saxo Login pages will gradually no longer be
accessible for your employees and clients.

Our new partner Login URLS and PRO installer links are now available and shown below.
These are for use by your employees who require dealer access to platforms to trade on
behalf of clients. We encourage you to start using them as soon as you are able.

When using the installer links please ensure that all previous versions are unistalled.

How this may affect your clients

In most cases this will not cause an issue as most partners direct their own clients to own
login pages. However if your clients are using the Saxo Login pages or Native APP they will
be prevented from logging in. Should you receive a query from a client who tries to login to
your platform from a Saxo login page, please guide the client to your own GO login page,
PRO installer link or mobile application.

ESG survey
ESG stands for Environment, Social and Governance, and is often referred to as
Sustainability. It covers a range of factors to evaluate business decisions and measure how
a business’s own products and operations contribute to sustainable development. The
concept has grown increasingly popular and is expected to remain a key focus for investors
across the world.

Saxo would like to gain a better understanding of the importance of ESG, both within your
own companies and customer bases, and in your expectations of Saxo.

The survey results will inform how we continue to evolve Saxo's ESG ambitions, as well as
our platform, product, and service offering.

Thank you in advance for taking the time to fill in the survey. It takes roughly 5 minutes to fill
in.

EOD file changes
On 14, January 2023 Saxo Bank will make changes to some of the EOD files.

Please be aware that changes to EOD files will take place on Saturday, 14, January 2023
after the files for Friday,13 January, 2023 are generated. Therefore, the first set of reports
including the changes will be sent on Tuesday, 17 January, 2023 for trade date Monday, 16
January, 2023.

All subscribers of EOD files are strongly advised to check whether they use the files below
and update their reporting models, scripts or teams accordingly. Please note: data or
columns may have been added, moved or removed from files.

You can find the overview of the changes on the EOD File Changes Archive.

Please do not hesitate to contact us with any queries: EODqueries@saxobank.com

Saxo turns 30!
In 1992, Saxo was founded in Copenhagen. Now - 30 years later – we are a multi-asset
brokerage with +60,000 tradable instruments serving more than 874,000 clients globally.

Take a trip down Saxo’s memory lane to hear the story as told by Saxo’s CEO and Founder,
Kim Fournais.

Introducing new Saxo logo
Saxo is constantly evolving and to coincide with the 30th Anniversary of the founding of the
company we are updating our Logo.

In the coming days and weeks, Saxo's communication will be updated to reflect the new
graphic.

If you wish to see the new logo please visit https://www.home.saxo/

Thank you for providing your feedback for the
partner satisfaction survey
Thank you to everyone who took part in the partner satisfaction survey two months ago. We
value your feedback. It was shared with senior management, and we will use your feedback
to improve our service to you.
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